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Club clearly belongs where it was built

The Harbor Bay Club is an integral part of a planned unit development. The club is an asset to any
resident of Harbor Bay and any future resident looking to live in the Harbor Bay Isle community.

When we relocated back to the Bay Area from Washington state, the club access and nearby
amenities were a major influence on our decision. We joined the club the same week that we closed
on our home.

We are no different from any longtime resident or any future resident of Harbor Bay. The club
location within Harbor Bay remains a strong draw.

It matters not what Ron Cowan's latest proposal is (high-density housing, a hotel and convention
center or whatever he proposes next). The purpose of the Harbor Bay Club was clearly to provide
residents with a recreational facility within the Harbor Bay Isle development. Ignoring the purpose
of the club contradicts what the club has provided this community for decades.

The elected officials of Alameda, at the time of the club's inception, had the foresight to clearly
state in the agreement with Harbor Bay Isle Associates that the club's purpose was to provide
community recreational space for the residents.

Dave and Judy Terry

Council should not yield to developer

What will Ron Cowan and Harbor Bay Isle
Associates think of next? Never mind -- I don't

really want to know. I deeply resent their sense of entitlement and the power plays they have
become so well known for.

I trust the City Council will not yield to such interests, but instead continue to look after the long-
term best interests of the residents of Alameda.

The Harbor Bay Club has from the beginning served as an integral part of our community's
recreational infrastructure and as such should remain right where it is.

Paul Medved
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